
THE ART OF THE
POSSIBLE

TRUSTED EXPERIENCE INSPIRED THINKING

T A C T I C A   P A R T N E R S

TACTICA HEAlTHCHECK GUIDE

Tactica: Your trusted partners in understanding your current 
operation and implementation of a strategic roadmap and vision.

Getting the right IT for your business can be daunting. New markets, 
emerging technologies and rapid changes alongside a need for business 
enhancements, change and rationalization make it difficult for businesses to 
keep up with the digital age.

Technology changes so fast that IT within many organizations struggles to keep pace with an ever-shifting 
marketplace and business demands.

Tactica offers the critical support that allows you to not only keep pace - but keep ahead, providing 
essential IT assistance to finally tackle the issue of run vs. change. 

Helping customers to choose, build and manage efficient infrastructure, Tactica enables organizations to 
respond to change and drive innovation. We ensure that customers get the most from their partners, 
helping to deliver a true uplift in value for money - for both services and technology.

• Reduce risk
• Meet your compliance obligations
• Keep critical data safe with a resilient, reliable and secure platform
• Take advantage of industry knowledge and extensive vendor experience



Bring your IT strategy to life and reap the benefits

The first step in delivering an effective yet pragmatic IT strategy is to address your starting point. If you 
don’t clearly understand your current position, it’s significantly more difficult to develop and execute an IT 
strategy that works. 

The Tactica HealthCheck allows you to actively assess your current IT services, reviewing how they work - 
or don’t work - in line with your business goals and objectives. By employing an independent and practical 
approach, we help our customers quickly get to the truth of what is relevant and achievable for them. 

Our rapid assessments are typically 6-week engagements, meaning faster returns and speedier 
execution - all without reducing quality or insight. 

We guarantee a 5:1 return on the investment made for our services and typically achieve a much higher 
return of 20:1, once engaged.

Key Benefits

• Identify your current, “As Is”, position and the key issues that are in play
• Take advantage of a bespoke, client-focused interview and strategy workshop sessions that ensure 
     consensus to the strategy and approach of your individual business
• Understand and agree your strategy, whilst identifying skill/resource gaps, issues and priorities
• Validate your objectives and priorities, and take best practice advice on the next steps
• Develop a high level plan and business case tailored to your organization
• Make use of clear yet comprehensive visualization reports that help you to understand your current “As 

Is” and “To Be” vision
• Use Tactica’s market and industry experience to rapidly benchmark your business against peer-level 

companies and KPIs.

How does it work?

Our workshops, combined with 1-2-1 interviews with key players, help you to identify your “As Is” position 
(i.e. your current standing) followed by recommended next steps, business case and a “To Be” (i.e. your 
desired position) for your IT strategy and transformation. We don’t need to implement tools but, instead, 
analyze your own data and review the output from interviews. 

Our final report combines the results and output, alongside a roadmap for transformation and associated 
business case for change.

Who is this for?

Senior IT executives from the applications, operations and infrastructure areas along with internal line of 
business executives.

Tactica has delivered value added IT consultancy services to global organizations saving tens of millions of 
dollars. Our services are relevant across all industry sectors and are designed to drive strategic change.




